
A Nature Perspective of I Am From... 

In your journey through life, what helped to define the person you are right now?  There are sights, 

sounds and events that touch us deeply and become woven into our identity.  They may be good or 

bad, chosen or not, but they are there.  The poem Where I’m From  by George Ella Lyons encompasses 

these and is the inspiration for the I Am From Project. 

The project’s goals: “To help people of all ages and backgrounds use the Where I’m From poem as a 

prompt to write about experiences that shape them.  To create a national river of voices, reminding 

America that diversity is our origin and our strength.”   

This exercise focuses on how our nature experiences have defined us throughout our life.  There are 

experiences that shaped your love of nature and a connection to place.  These might be your childhood 

environment, a favorite pet,  vacations and travel, and/or encounters with wildlife.  Start by 

remembering the first natural experiences that come to mind, and keep peeling back the layers to find 

more.   Think about the sensory experiences  that stayed with you through the years. 

One of my favorite parts of nature journaling is experiencing nature through the eyes of people  all 

over the world.   Sharing our own I Am From  poem is a wonderful way to celebrate the diversity of our 

nature experiences as well as the person we’ve become. 

Here are some thoughts that may help you create your own I Am From declaration:  

• It can be as long or short as you like.  Three sentences can say a lot. 

• Lines don’t have to rhyme – find your own rhythm. 

• Use the prompts below if you get stuck.   

• “I am from” is not just about geography, but what makes place(es) unique for you. 

Start with memories... 

1. Reflect on your past, your experiences, your defining moments in nature.   

2. Write down your most meaningful impressions. 

3. Let your words sit for a while (an hour, a day). 

4. Re-read and edit as new revelations come.  Don’t worry, they will! 

5. Share with others!   Consider tagging with  #Iamfromprojectnature or similar. 

Sensory information: 

Smells 

Sights 

Sounds 

Tastes 

Textures 

Emotions  

Phenomenon: 

Weather 

Seasons 

Natural disasters 

Elements:  water, wind, 

air, fire, earth 

Extinct species 

Human interactions: 

Pets 

Hunting  

Fishing 

Consequences 

Construction 

Pollution 

Prompts 

https://iamfromproject.com/


I am from  

knee-deep snowdrifts, frozen lashes, the searing breath of winter. 

Summertime poison ivy rash and itchy mosquito bumps 

chasing butterflies and garter snakes 

magical fireflies and a whippoorwill lullaby. 

 

I am from  

the indigo blue comfort after a midwestern sunset 

the musty taste of black walnuts and joyful sweetness of tiny wild blackberries  

the bright flash of cardinal and a hummingbird’s glittering eye. 

Fluttering spring beauties with tiaras of columbines 

and the thrum of bees in the clover. 

 

I am from  

The mighty Mississippi, 

a languid longing below  

the stink of fish and duckweed  

and the thrill of snapping turtles. 

River bottom land, and banks and bluffs of stacked limestone. 

 

I am from  

sturdy oaks and maples, 

deer trails and owl pellets  

under the improbably green of new leaves, so delicate, glowing. 

Standing in prairie grasses filled with tiny treasures 

  and the wind in my hair. 
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Online Links 

I Am From Project website:  https://iamfromproject.com/ 

I Am From  Facebook page:  https://www.facebook.com/iamfromproject/  
 

YouTube: 

I Am From | Celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month by Juan Delgado, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=XFtXf1bAC-E  

I Am From...A Poem by Aaric Pelc, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVryvxLTIyU  

And a collective project led by Kristi Kuder, a Homecoming community stitching project in Minnesota, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpg11BKM1yU    
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